February 20, 2019

HUD Announces Changes to UPCS Protocol
HUD has announced two changes to the UPCS inspection protocol that will impact
agencies with public housing units and Project-Based Rental Assistance (PBRA)
properties. HUD has been performing a “wholesale reevaluation” of the Real Estate
Assessment Center (REAC) since 2017. HUD’s announcement included two significant
changes to the Uniform Condition Physical Standards (UPCS) inspection process. The
first change is a switch to a 14-day notification period for PHAs and inspectors to
schedule and perform an inspection on public housing and PBRA units. The second
change is a new inspection model that will be informed by listening sessions that HUD
will host across the country. The new model will begin as a pilot and is aimed to ensure
REAC scores more accurately reflect the quality and safety of public housing and PBRA
units.
HUD will issue a notice informing PHAs of the change to a 14-day notification period for
scheduling an inspection shortly. This is a dramatic change to prior inspection
scheduling procedures. If a PHA is unable to schedule the inspection within the 14-day
notification period, they will receive a preliminary inspection score of zero. The PHA will
be able to reschedule the inspection within 7-days after the end of the 14-day
notification period. If the PHA is still unable to reschedule their inspection within that 7day timeframe, the inspection score will remain zero.
HUD is also planning to host listening sessions across the country to inform their new
inspection model pilot program. Events will be held in Philadelphia, PA (Feb. 21); Fort
Worth, TX (March 19); Atlanta, GA (March 21); Detroit, MI (March 26); and Seattle, WA
(March 28).
Although NAHRO firmly believes in the need for quality inspections that ensure
residents live in safe, secure homes, there are concerns about HUD’s switch to a 14day notification window. NAHRO is concerned that HUD does not have the inspection
capacity to adequately perform inspections on public housing properties within the 14day timeframe. As is, PHAs already struggle to schedule and keep inspection
appointments due to a dearth of inspectors available. Other challenges arise with
HUD’s shift to a 14-day notification window as well. This includes staffing capacity at
PHAs, especially smaller PHAs, which often have limited staff. It is critical for staff to be
present during an inspection, but if an agency only has two full-time employees, as is
the case for many small agencies, this is can difficult to arrange in such a short
timeframe. Furthermore, inspections scheduled at the beginning of the month have the
potential to interfere with other critical public housing operations including rent
collection, necessary maintenance projects, and unit turnover.
The switch to a 14-day inspection notification window may also negatively impact
residents. Agency staff are often required to remind tenants about resident-caused
inspection violations, such as furniture blocking a window or egress, power cords
hidden underneath rugs, and other potential violations caused by tenants that were not
reported to agency staff. It takes time to address these violations, especially for elderly
and disabled residents. The 14-day timeframe also raises privacy concerns, especially

for residents who want or require more than 14 days before opening their homes to
HUD inspectors, or residents who want to be in their unit while the inspector and PHA
staff are inside their home.
NAHRO has expressed these concerns to HUD and will continue to do so at the
upcoming listening sessions. Please contact Eric Oberdorfer
at eoberdorfer@nahro.org to express any specific concerns you may have with HUD’s
planned changes to their inspection protocol. NAHRO staff will be able to relay these
concerns to staff at HUD headquarters.

NAHRO CEO’s Statement on UPCS Protocol Changes
“A shorter inspection notice is not the only indicator of whether units are decent and
healthy. Another, more accurate indicator is the level of funding available for timely
repairs. For over a decade, the federal government — after acknowledging a multibillion dollar capital backlog that grows each year — has actively and vocally
disinvested in public housing. And now, on the heels of that disinvestment, it seeks to
discover the condition of units.
“If we are to ‘stay true to the promise of providing housing that’s decent, safe and
healthy,’ as the Secretary suggests, perhaps HUD will rediscover its responsibility as
the primary funder of decent, safe and healthy units, and also its role in defining a
sustainable national housing strategy. Neglecting the federal government’s culpability in
the poor condition of some public housing sites is disingenuous. Families in these
communities need ALL hands on deck, and not just, as our 26th President might say,
the dusty hands of those in the arena.”

Register Now for the 2019 NAHRO Washington Conference!

There’s no better time to thank your legislators for their work to pass this year's budget, and let
them know about your priorities for Fiscal Year 2020!
This first of NAHRO’s three 2019 CONNECT events lets us bring our purpose as housers and
community builders to our elected officials in Washington, D.C. Join us for the latest news and
updates from HUD, the White House and the Hill; advocacy how-tos; and of course for our
critical Capitol Hill Day, when you and hundreds of your colleagues educate your members of
Congress on the vital roles that housing and community development programs play in their
districts. We’ll also be honoring the grand prize winner of our 2019 Housing America calendar
contest!
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